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20. (Continued)

(C) A transmission-loss contour chert of the Labrador Sea is pvesented for the 914-n-deep
hydrophone and 1&.3-m-deep source. \The relevance ofthe ccntours to passive surmellance is
brought out in a hypothetical exampe )that shows passive detection of a 150-dBpf/aHz (dB re I pPa
at I m in a 1-Hiz band) source at 50 lwith a detection probability of 0.5 or greater and a false-
alarm probability of 10-6 is not obtainable (using typical signal processing) beyond the 85-dB
contour (approximate range of 80 n.-ni.). The reason for this "poor" performance is the high
ambient-noise levw~s (87 dB/zPafHz at 50 Hz). This is estimated to result from low uransmnission loss
(not greater than 100 dB) over most of the area surveyed. This result leads to the important con-
clusion that determination of ambient-noise directionality is the most inportant factor in log-range
passive s:'veillance in this area (the amlient-noise value in the example was assumed omnidirectiona
for lack of directional data- The effect of source and recei-er depths are discussed: the optimum
passive system depth is projected to be within the interval 200 to 900 m. Details of transmison
loss vs range, sound-speed profiles, and bathymetric features are included, providing t-he required
data to illustrate and support conclusions.
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ACOUSTIC FROPAGATION WN THE LABRADOR SEA
[Unclkssifi"-d TitleJ

BACKGROUND

(U) The Long Range Acoustic Propagation Project (LRAPP), directed by the Office
of Naval Research, has conducted a series of preliminary measurements and calculations
to guide extensive ocean-area zssessnent which is to bear upon as many submarine-
suirveillance schemes as practical. These were multflaboratory f•.,ernment and civilian)
efforts directed at obtainirg measurements on aco,_- Oc proplagatloa, ambient sea neise,
physical oceanograph;c :parameters. submarine geology, and 5i6zace-.hip surveillance. The
data obtained, in addition to guiding furthe-- extensive -m,-sure-ze.its. proi'ide the needed
tests for the many physical models and conipu"ational tehniqwt.e .hich predict the
acoustic scenario that a specified sys_.em, in a specified environment, has to contend.

(U) The Navy has interest in pursuing this effort in that the measurements and
calculations provide the basic, data-supported results necessary to the design and more
importa.I'ly project performance of surveillance systems of present and future interest to
the N-a-uy's total ASW requirenent and capability-. An additional bonus is that these data
provide a base agaixst which to test a more basic iesearch effort undertaken in other
related p-ogranms.

iU) This particular LRAPP effort is related to cngoing efforts in system design and
*development within and of interest to the Navy. For example these data and calculations
have direct bearing upon site selece.ion. type of system in relation to the acoustic-
environmental properties of the site. and expected performance for systems such as Fixed
Distributed Systemn (MLI. Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System (SURTASS), Moored
Surveillance Syster- iMSS;. and Suspended Array Surveillance System {SASS)-

(U) The NI.L ef5ort is in making measurements le-ding to estimates of transmission
loss and ambient noise. Closely coupled are the model calculations made in the Labrador
Sea, pursued so as to be directly relatee to the present and expected advanced develop-
ment needs.

INTRODUCTION

(U) During July through September 1972 a comprehensive survey of the major
acoustic and environmental characteristics related to passive surveillance of submarines in
the Labrador Sea was made under the sponsorship of the Lon- Range Acoustic Propaga-
tion Project (LRAPP). This survey, known as .NORLANT 197Z involved a multilabora-
tory effort to obtain data on acoustic propagation and ambient sea-noise for receivers
located throughout the water column in midbasin. physical properties of the seawater

Nhnuscript submitted September 28, 197f.
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"NADRIANI •ND CYBULSKI CONFIDENTIAL

affecting propagation. submarine geology, and the number and distribution of snurface ships.
SThe fuI scope of the survey and its objcc:!v,-.-" an.d a summary report of the partial results

of this multi:.borator" effort are given in Ref. 1.

(U) The objective of this work is to provide the surveillance community (and in
particular, technical management) with data to guide any future extensive and detailed
studies of the Labrador Sea which would be releant to future passive surveillance svstems
such as Moored Surveillance System, Towed Array Surveillance System. and Suspended
-Array Surveillance System. These data are also usefiu! for flrst-cit estimates of system
performance and/or specification.

(U) -As a participant in the NORLANT 1972 measurements, NRL concentrated its
efforts on the measurement and modeling of transmission loss and ambient noise within
the Labrador Sea. This report deals with the transmission-loss portion of the work. The
ambient-noise results are the subject of a separate journal article 12).

EXPERIMENT OUTLINE

(C) NORLANT 1972 was a multiphase experiment, and only that portior relevant
to transmission loss during Phase 1 (15 July to 29 July) will be dicussed here. The com-
plete details of the phase I experimental plans are given in Ref. 3. The ocean area of
interest (Fig. 1) is bounded by North America to the west, Greenland to the north. the
Reykjanes and Mid-Atlantic ridges from the northeast to the southeast, and the 40 N
parallel. Included in this area are the approaches to the DIavis and Denmark straits. The
experiment involved four receiver locations designated A, B, C, and D as shown in Fig. 1
at about the 450W meridian. Stations A, B, and C consisted of four hydrophones of an
anchored ambient-noise-buoy (ANB) system (with hydrophones at depths of 162& 2515.
32592 and 3706 m), and position D was occupied by the USNS Hayes. which suspended
two hydrophones at depths of 305 and 914 m. The ANB receivers were high-gain units
designed for the noise studies and for long-range transmission-loss data, and the Hayes
receivers were low-gain units chosen primarily for tmnsr-z.son-loss work. T"he selection
of buoy hydrophone depths is dis.--ssed in Ref- 9 Two U.S. Navy P3-C aircraft, modified
to carry up to 384 "signals, underwater sound" (SUS) charges each, exex-uted drop runs
along the tracks shown in Fig. 1. Mark 61 SUS charges were dropped every minute,
corresponding to an approximate range interval of S.3 km, and detonated at a depth of
M13 m. A Mark 82 SUS charge set to detonate at 91.4 m was dropped at 15-minute
intervals, a range extent of 125 km. The explosive-sound level (integrated over the shot
duration) was taken 141 as 204. dBreluPa at I m in a 1-Hz band (dBpPaIHz) at 50 Hz_
The signals generated by the shots were recorded broadband aboard thO Hayes and
processed on line through 13-octave filters centered at 50 Hz with a Western Electric
Company (WECO) shot processor [5]. The aircraft tracks were chosen to cover as much
of those various regions of differing water mass and submarine topography which make up
the Labrador Basin within the aliotted time.

RESULTS

(U) The data taken on the 914-m-deep hydrophone on the Hayes for the 1&3-mn-
deep shots will occupy the major discussion. Data taken on buoy C and the Hayes

cONFIDENLAL 2
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(C) Fig. 2 - Vertical disti•bution of ambient noise at buoy C
(from Ref. 2)

was most extensively employed in the analysis. The maximum transmission loss to the
buoy (117 to 129 dB) is determined by the noise level appropriate to the hydrophone
depths, and the least loss is determined by the buoy overload point (approximately 15 dB
above noise) and is 100 to 105 dB_ From a sampling point of view, values outside these
limh• are possible and were observed. As a consequence the buoy data were used only
for thtr long-range transmission-loss mea3sures.

TransmLssion-Las Contours

(C) Figure 3 tb a composite chart showing the land masses, bathymetry, and major

ocean currents in the experimental area. The aircraft tracks are also shown and can be
"- 4 identified readily with refe. -nce to Fig. 1. Of particular note are the Subarctic converg-

ence (the heavy line), measuredl at 100 m in depth, and bathymetry encircling the Labra-
dor Basin- The Subarctic conv-eence divides the basin into two distinct water masses
"and passes near the four receiving positions [6]. The velocity profiles to either side of
this thermal front are clearly di-tinct (2"s evident from the second and fourth sound-speed
profiles of Fig- All, with the third profik being an example of the complicated sound-
"speed structure within the Subarctic convex nce). It is the Subarctic convergence and
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and those topographical features .hich rise above 2000 m which affect the transmission
ioss and its variability, as will be shown later. Two consistent e""o-cts seen throughout the
data are a decrease of several dB in transmission loss along the continental slope ("slope
enhancement," as explained in Appendix A in the section on track 3A and shown in Fig.
A7) and a decrease in loss going from the warm to the cold side of the front and an
increase going from cold to -arm (section on track 3B and Figure A14 in Appendix A).
The transmission-loss curves are relatively smooth and, as subsequent calculations show,
predictable in the mean in most instances (section on track 1B and Figs- AU, .•a, and
SA2b in Appendix A).

(C) Analysis of the data taken on the shot runs shown in Fig. 1 have given rise to
transmission-loss estimates along these lines. Based on the effects of topography, the
water mass types. a regression analysis of transmission loss, and intensity calculations
based on ray tracing 181, a transmission-loss contour plot was drawn for the 18.3-m
source depth and is shown in Fig. 4. Location D is at the center of the contours for the
Hayes 914-m-deep hydrophone. The solid line out from the land masses and outlining
the Rg-yjanes ridge and Flemish cap represents the 1829-m depth contour. The dashed
line at the lower right, indicates locations on the western side of the Mid-Atlantic ridge
iswhere the depth is about 1829 m. This region is characterized by a highly ;ariable
terrain.

(C) The solid contour lines indicte the data-base runs through or near these con-
tours. These contours were generated using the data base, intensity calculations (ray
tracing). and curve fits to the data (transmission loss versus range). The d.shed contours
indicate regions where the data base is sparse or inferential- These latter contours wereSgenerated by a comI nation of data extrapolation in range, intensity calculations based on

Wy tracing, and sr .entific deduction using the water sound-speed structure and bathym-
etry. As there was substantially good agreement between the calculated transmission
loss as a function of r.-nge using ray trcing and the data base (sections in Appendix A on
tracks 1B and 6A for example), the compu tions ised to generate missing features of the
contour plot have a high degree of confidence. Specifically, the intensity calci * "tion was
used due north of point D to fill in the gap between tracks 1B rand 6B (Fig. 1), ..nth a
checkpoint where track 4B crosses. The following features of Fig. 4 are of particular
note:

0 The transmission loss is relatively low (100 dB) into the Davis and Denmark straits
to ranges of 750 and 600 n.mi. respectively and to water depths shallower than 1829
meters.

* The loss abruptly increases from 100 to 105 dB to the southeast- Beyond tGis
abrupt increase in loss to 105 dB, except for some acoustic windows, the propagation is
blocked in many instances due to the effect of the warm North Atlantic current and
topography which is shallower than the critical depth (there are many shallow areas in the
foothills of the Mid-Atlantic ridge and significant size hills which block transmission, as
described in the sections on tracks 3B, 5A and 5B in Appendix A).

* The Mid-Atlantic ridge also blocks transmission to the east, although it is apparent
that acoustic windows exist (section on track 2 in Appendix A).

-' CONFIDENTIAL 6
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- The 85- and 90-dB contours which run along the continental slope and Flemish
cap are due to Alone enhancement. Tne magnitude of the enhancement is of the order of
5 dB (sections or. tracks 3A and 6A in Appendix A).

0 The variability in the contours to the seuth (in the vicinity of track 3B) is due to
inte.rection of the track by the east-west-running Subarctic convergence (Fig. 3). The
contour shows a high-loss area, in the region crossing the front.

0 The transmission loss falls off more rapidly with range in the direction of the
Denmark strait than for the Da.-is strait- The reason is that the Subarctic convergence
intersects the track toward the Denmark strait (track 6B), so that the sound-speed profiles
show a broadening sound channel in this direction, whereas there is a strong channeling
between source and receiver depths along the track up the Davis strait. This can be seen
by commaring the sound-speed profiles in Fig. Al (Davis strait) and A23 (Denmark strait).

0 Due to the Mid-Atlantic ridge the transmission loss falls off to the east beyond the
95-dB contour, as evidenced by the bulges and closeness of the 98. 100. and 105 dB
contours. The Charlie-Gibbs fracture zone which lies along this direction contains shallow
regions (2000 m or less) and acoustic windows which influence transmission.

(C) Displacing the receiver to a more southerlc and/or easterly direction would not
particularly enhance transmission in these directions, as it is the topography and warm
SNorth Atlantic current water which results in high loss regions due to ray stripping by the
bottom and path blockage. Thus data similar to these would have been obtained if the
experimental site were taken further north and east of the actual site but still within the
deep basin. If the site were moved near land masses of significant topographical features,
differences in noise levels will almost certainly be found (as discussed in the Conclusions
and Comments), affecting overaIl surveillance performance.

Transmission Loss to the 305-m-Deep Ilydrophone

(C) To determine the difference in transmission loss to the 914-m and 305-m
hydrophones for all tracks where data are available, a point-for-point transmission-loss
difference uas calculated. A one-sided test for the significance of the differences was
made at the 95% and 99% confidence levels, since it is desired to test only if the 305-m
loss values are greater than the 914-m loss values. The results are given in Table 1. where
the entry "'significant" in the last column means significance at the 0.05 level and the
ent"y "probably significant" means significance at the 0.01 level. For example. for track
1A the deep hydrophone experiences a 3.5-dB greater loss than the shallow hydrophone,
with a standard deviation of 1.2 dB. The table shows the difference between hydrophones
not :o exceed approximately 3 dB except for tracks 4D and 4E. These tracks are in part
ovex the slopes, where enhancement occurs, and the difference reflects the differing levels
of enhancement to each hydrophone. Also, tack 4D is along the Subarctic convergence,
and propagation to the shallower hydrophone is favored (Appendix A, section on track 2).
The differences for tracks 4B, 4C, a.'d 2 are not significant Thus, if the contour lines of
Fig. 4 are adjusted up by about 2 or 3 dB. the contours of this figure would represent

.• the 305-mi-deep hydrophone except in those regions of slope enhancement. However this
change of 2 or 3 dB is not that significant in terms of an example of passive detection
that is discu-sed later. Therefore construction of a contour chart for the 305-m-deep

CONIDTMEN7TLAL S
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U) Table 1 - Comparisons of Transmission Loss to the
Deel" (D) an- Shallow (S) Hydrophones

Track Average Difference a Number of Significance-Test

D - S. (dB) (dB) Samples Results

IA 3.5 1.2 19 Significant

lB 25 1.6 146 Significant

IC 1.4 1.9 78 Probably significant

ID 1.4 1.7 46 Probably significant

3A 2.5 1.7 56 Significant

3B 2.4 2.3 44 Sit-nifcant

4A 1.2 1.6 58 Probably significant

4B 0.6 1.3 61 Not significant

4C 0.9 2.0 9S Not significant

4D 5.3 2-6 49 Significant

4E 6.2 4.1 26 Significant

21.5 3-7 57 Not significant

5AI5B 3.0 2.3 14 Significant

hydrophone would show differences relative to a chart for the 914-m-deep hydrophone
Lhat were neither significant nor give additional information to draw further conclusions.
(The buoy data will be considered in the subsection Optimum S"stem Depth.)

Transfmison-Loss Dependence on Source Depth

(1U) Shots set to detonate at depths of 1S.3 m and 91.4 m were dropped simultane-
ously ev•-y 15 minutes along each track, or about 150 times for the entire exercIse, for
source identification, navigation checks, and dual-depth measurement. The shallow depth
was favored, because it was expected to be more variable. To best show sourcefreceivez
depth differences in loss. the paired comparisons from all runs were combined and the
difference data for a given receiver pooled into Table 2. These data are separated for the
different depths of the shipboard and buoy hydrophones- A positive number in the
middle colume indicates greater loss for the shallow shot-

(C) Table 2 shows that decrease in transmission loss of 3 to 5 dB may be expected

in going from shallow (18.3 m) to deep (91.A m) shots on the Hayes 305-m and 914-m
hydrophones. dropping to 2.4 and !1- dB on the deeper buoy hydrophones. The reason
for the improved transmission loss for the deeper shot is that it lies closer to the sound-

, •channel axis. However the data for the individual tracks indicate this phenomena is
directional in the basin, with some tracks indicating improved propagation as high as 7 dB
and others as low as 1.5 dB. The size of the improvement depenids on whethei the depth

9 CONFIDEN.TIAL
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(C) Table 2 - Average Decrease in
Transmission Loss For Deep Shots
id) Relative to Shallow Shots (s)

leceiver s-d No. of
DEW-th (m) (dB) Samples

305 4.7 29
914 3.5 42

1628 2.4 11
2515 Li 10
3252 1.5 14
37i06 1-3 9

difference of 7^3 m moves the source significantly closer to the sound-charmel axis- North
of the Subarctic convergence, with a shallow axis, the effect is large, whereas southward,
beyond the North Atlantic current, the deeper axis makes this difference with source
depth less pronounced-

Optimum System Depth

(C) With regprd to the dependence of transmission loss on receiver depth, analysis
of the Hayes and buoy data show the least loss was obtained on the 305-m-deep hydro-
phone, with progressively greater loss at greater depths. However the optimum depth at
50 Hz based on analysis of the sound-speed profiles and acoustic modeling is projected to
be in the vicinity of 200 m. The decrease in transmission loss, relative to that at the
914-m depth, is expected to be 2 to 3 dB. In determining the optimum sensor depth- the
vertical distribution of ambient noise must be considered. The exta-polated ambient-noise
level between 914 and 200 m increases by approximately 2 dB (Fig. 2). Thus the reduc-
tion in transmission loss may be partially, if not totally. offset by the increase in noise-
Seeking a lower noise level by increasing depth is not fruitful since t*e buoy-hydrophone
data indicate that the transmission loss increases significantly with depth (about 12 dB
more at 3252 m than at 914 m) whereas changes in ambient noise (not monotonic with
depth, Fig. 2) are small. Based on this inrestigation, a receiver death between 200 and
900 m would be optimum.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO AND SYSTEM
DETECON POTEN•T•AL

(C) In evaluating these data, especially the noise values, supportixng evidence fro
other studies merits review for example, the ambient noise level on the 914-m-deep
*hydrophone was measured at 87 ddlaft at 50 Hz o i the Hryes. The extrapolated
value to 914 m from Fig- 2 is 83 dBpfaIHz.. A Labrador Sea ambient-noise value of
$6 dBlPaIHz was reported in Ref- 9 for the open ocean under conditions of heavy
shipping. An average value of 85 dBpzPa/Hz with a spread between 80 and 95 dBpPaIHz
is reported in Ref. 9 for data taken by sonobuoy at depths of 30 and 90 m in the

-~ 0ONF1ENITAL 10
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Labrador Sea during the measurements reported in this report. Hence the noise value of
87 dBpPa[Hz employed here is consistent with many independent measurements.

(C) Using a measured ambient noise level (N) of 87 dBpPa!Hz, signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) contours can be generated from the transmission loss 1,TL) by the transformation

SNR = SL - (TL + N),

where SL is the source level. Thus, if one assumes a h.-pothetical +142-dBpjPa target
source level (SL) at 50 Hz, the SNR becomes

SNR = 55 - TL

For the 100-dB-transmission-loss contour

SNR = - 45 dB.

Thus a passive system intending to detect a 142-dB;tPa target transiting the 100-dB-loss
area would be required to overcome a deficit of 45 dB (depending on false-alarm and
detection-probability constraints) in SNR to perform adequaely. For the S0-dB contour
25 dB would be required.. As an example of the significance of these numbers, a towed
passive system with standard spectrum-analyzer processing and a 40-element array would
theoretically accomplish the following:

Spatial processing (40 elements) = 16 dB
Temporal processing (0.l-Hz bandwidth) = I0dB
Incoherent integration, 10 min (5 log 60) = 9 dB
Degradation in system performance = -3 dB

Total System Gain 32 dB

SNR at the processor output (100-dB contour) =-13 dB
SNR at Mhe processor output (80-dB contour) = +7 dB.

(C} For a signal known except for phase in Gaus•an noise a SNR of approximately
+ 7.1 dB at the processor output is needed for detection with a detection probability
"P(D) of 0.5 when the false-alarm probability is taken at 10-6. For a P(D) = 0-9. a SNR
of + &1 dB is needed 110]. Thus, to attain the 0.5 and 0.9 detection levels at the 100-
dB contour, an additional system gain of 20.1 dB and 21.1 dB respectivcly beyond that
of the preceding example would be required. These detection le-els would be attainable
within the 80-dB contour. ThIeefore any system operating in the :,ahrador Sea with
ambitions to detect passively out to the 100-dB contour would require a system gain in
excess of the combined temporal and spatial processing pin stated above and to detect

9 passively out to the 80dB contour would require a system gain at least as good. Fo-
the 305-m hydrophone depth an improvement of 2 or 3 dB would be obtained. However
2 or 3 dB does not significantly change the detection performance of the example system
and may be completely offset by an increase in noise level. The basis for the conclusions
given thus far is the tacit assumption that the ambient noise is omnidirectional- However
there is evidence [21 that the noise field is directional, due to the a*minmet-y of shipping
in the Labrador Sea. Hence conclusive estimates on detection probabilities in the Labra-
dor Sea and system specifications will depend on ascertaining the azimuthal directivity of
the noise field and uniformity within the basin.

11 CONTIDENTLAL
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CONCLUSIONS AND CO.M.MENTS

ad(C) Prom thp preceding the following summarizing conclusions relevant to surveillarnc-

and future environmental measurements in the Labrador Sea can be drawn:

0 The t-ansmission-loss contours taken together with ambient-noise levels show that
significant long-range detection potential over most of the Labrador Sea (essentially beyond
the 8"-dB contour) would require system improvements over the example by the order of
10 dB for increased temporal processing and an improvement in spatial processing by 10 dB.
The spatial gain could originate from a longer array or with array advantage against direc-
tional noise which would allow midbasin detection out to the 100-dB contour. These possi-
bilities are presently foreseeable.

* The optimum depth for a passive system in terms of maximum signal-to-noise ratio
at this site is e-stimated to be between 200 m and approximately 900 m.

* There is nc significant di-ectional preference for transmission within the basin, if
the southernmost boundary is north of the 47*N parallel and the Reykjanes and Mid-Atlantic
ridges are boundaries to the east. Movement of the receiver to the north or east would not
significantly change the transmission-ioss results obtained from the experimental site. There-
fore these data well represent site-independent transmission loss in the midbasin of the
Labrador Sea. Site selection for a surveillance system in regions other than midhasin may
provide advantages not otherwise obtainable. For example, placement of the receiver north
and east of the experimental site in the vicinity of 56 " N and 43"W may provide a 95-dB
transmission-loss barrier simultaneously across the approaches to both the Denmark and
Davis straits. Alternately, if the receiver were placed near the southern tip of Rekyjanes
ridge. a barrier across the Denmark strait alone would be affected: an additional advantage
is the reduced ambient noise in this region reported in ref. 1. From this point of view place-

-ment will be important. Again, the directionality of noise is important in determining
location.

* The t,-ansmission loss up or along narrow regions of the continental slope is decreased
"on the order of 5 dB. providing low-loss zones along continental slopes and slopes leading to
seamounts. The breadth (range extent) of the enhancement depends on the angle of the
source track to the slope (Appendix A. section on trace 4A).

* Detection in the vicinitv of the foothills of the Reykjanes and Mid-Atlhntic ridges is
projected to be sporadic at best. based on data samples every 4.5 n.mi., with th,: tranamnis-
sion being effectively cut off by rising topography to depths of 2000 m. This is especially
true near the southern por'tion of the Mid-Atlantic ridge.

* Given that transmission loss to the south (beyond the 100-dB contour) and to the
east (beyond the Mid-Atlantic and Rekyjanes ridges) is poor, the major component of
ambi.ent noise experienced is probably local due to shipping in the Labrador Basin. If so.
this suggests that the directionaliky and seasonal variation of ambient noise depends to a
large extent on the habits of fishing vessels off Labrador and Newfoundland 121.

0 The transmission loss from a source near the sound channel as compared to snorkel
depths is less to a receiving system at a depth between 300 and 900 m by 3 to 5 dB (and
greater): hence the detection range increases for a deeper target-

CONTFIDENTLAL 12
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RECOMMENDATIONS

(C) * Location of a receiver system should be studied in terms of forming a
potential barrier across the Davis and Denmark straits simultaneously with a single
receiver system (this may be possible witiout effective loss of coverage to the south).

(C) 0 Directionality of ambient noise should be examined in detail, since it may be
the most important factor in system design, detection capability, and choice of location.

(U) • Prior to design or installation of any system in the area a w-itertime estimate
of both transmission loss and ambient-noise directionality should be made- Seasonal fish-
ing vessels may be less abundant, lowering the ambient-noise level. Also the noise direc-
tionality can be different in winter.

(U) 0 More data should be acquired in the direction of the Denmark strait, because
t.e data obtained during this experiment were not adequate to verify the transmission loss
to the 1S29-m contour.

(C) • Since transmission loss depends on directio, as well as source depth, with
variations between 2 and 7 dB, more data should be collected in directions of high interest
for several source depths. These data will aid the design and evaluation of specific systems
against expected target operating depths.

(C) • The conclusions drawn in this report are supported by midbasin measure-
ments but the characteristic may be different near the basin boundaries. Hence noise
measurements should be undertaken near the boundaries (such as along the Rekyjanes
ridge) to determine existence of noise quieting 111 to levels lower than midbasin values.
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FOREWORD TO APPENDIXES

(U) An objective of the NORLANT 1972 operation was to gather data representa-
tive of the acoustic and environmental characteristics of the Labrador Sea. Therefore all
of the transmission-loss estimates derived from received signals, XBT's, AXBT's, and
derived sound-speed profiles are given here. Appendix A contains these acoustic data and
sound-speed profiles. Some of them are discussed in detail and illustrate the effects and
support the conclusions drawn in the preceding text. Appendix B contains the XBT and
"AXBT thermal-structure plots. Appendix C discusses operations of the VP-24 squadron
relative to SUS-charge and AXBT deployment, the AXBT data reduction, and surface-ship
contacts.
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Appendix A [Confidential]
TRANSMISSION-LOSS AND SOUND-SPEED-PROFILE DATA

(U) With libera' references to Figs. 1 and 3 of the main text, each of the shot tracks
rwill be discussed in a generally counterclockwise order starting with lB. All of the data

given are with reference to the 18.3-m-deep source, except as noted, and is in a 1/3-octave
band centered at 50 H7

TRACK 1B

!U) Track 1B runs from point D northwest up the Davis strait and traverses that
water n.ss on the cold side of the Subarctic convergence. Point D is snown 3stride the
Subarctic convergence, but it is probably closer to the warmer side. This can be seen in
"Fig. Al. which shows the sound-speed profiles as one proceeds from point D up to the
Davis strait- The profiles show a narrow near-surface channel formed north of the Sub-
arctic convergence which becomes increasingly pronounced toward the shallower northern
portion of the track, where the cold near-surface Labrador current produces an exaggerated
protrusion on the profile. These changes in profile reduce the transmission loss and
improve propagation to the shallow deptts of continental slopes (<1829 m) as evidenced
in the figure- The transmission loss to the shallower hydrophone is consistently less than
to thte 914-in receiver, the average being approximately 3 dB over the entire track (Table
1)- The transmission loss to the 305-in receiver follows an approximately 71.6 + 8-6
log (R[1 n-mi.) falloff with range based on a fit of the data to y = A + B log (R11 n.mi.).
The range R is in nautical mfes from point D and y is the transmission !oss in dB- An
interesting feature is the comparative small scatter of the data- This small va:ability is
estim-ted to result from the lrctave-band processing and the large bottom excess, which
provides many ray orders at all ranges. The residual standard deviation (s) to the preced-
ing expression is +l-6 dB. These data show a relatively smooth transmisnon-loss decay
with range which is predictable in the mean with ray-trace techniques.. This can be seen
in Fig. A2a. which is the -computed [81 trismission loss to the 914-m-deep hydrophone
from alone track lB. The middle solid line is a least-square fit to the predicted loss v-alues
and is of the form y = A + B log (Rl n-mi.), where R is the range in nautical miles- The
bounding solid lines are 90c confidence limits on y- The mean of the computed and the
experimental data agree to within approxirnately 3 dB. Figure A2b is a plot of the com-
puted transmission loss to the 305-m-deep hydrophone and agrees in the mean, within
3 dB, with the acoustic data also.

(C) The transmission loss obtained from the buoy-C data for track 1B is shown in
Fig. A3& There is a clear increase of transmission loss with depth, as can be seen in com-
paring this figure with Fig. Al. This effect is also seen clearly in other tracks (such as
tracks 7 and ID). The requirements for recording ambient noise on the buoys caused the
shots to overload the systen at source ranges less than 300 to 400 nmi. Hence data
points do not occur in the figure until approximately 350 n.mi, and the higher loss,
deeper hydrophones become unsaturated first as range increases. The absence of data on
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(C) Fig. Al - Transmission loss from track 1B to the Hayes and sound-speed profiles. (The
number in upper right corner of each sound-speed profile corresponds to the sequence of

AXBT and XBT profiles In Figs. B2 and B8 respectively.
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(U) Fig. A3 - Transmission loss from track 1 B to the buoy

the deepest (3706 m) buoy hydrophone for most of the range was due to insufficient
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for processing. As range decreases, the shallower hydrophones
begin to overload and the SNR on the deeper hydrophones improves, so that processing
is possible. Additionally, since only three processing channels were available, the three
hydrophones with good SNR were processed. There is also some evidence of slope
enhancement (explained in the section on track 3A) in the vicinity of 675 n.mi., at the
914-m-deep hydrophone and a buoy hydrophone. No such enhancement was observed
on the 305-m-deep hydrophone, as bottom interaction was minor at the terminal range
for the more shallow receiver.

TRACK 1A

(C) Transmission loss versus bearing for track 1A is shown in Fig. A4. This track is
in water shallower than 1829 m in the Davis strait and Illustrates the relatively low loss
(<100 dB) to 750-770 n.mi. for both hydrophone depths. The seveal-dB difference in
loss between the shallow and deep hydrophones is also seen. Trarnmission los versus
bearing to the buoy hydrophones is shown in Fig. A5, and again the loss is significantly
greater to the deeper hydrophones than to the more shallow Hayes hydrophones. Also
there is in general an increase in loes with depth on the buoy hydrophones themselves.

TRACK 7

(C) Track 7 data were taken on the buoy hydrophones only, and transmbsion loss
versus bearkng is plotted in Fig. A6. This plot shows a loss that is relatively flat with
change In bearing and at a much lower level than would be expected on the eYtes hydro-
phones as evidenced in the portion of track IB (Fig. Al) which Interwc track 7 (at a
range of 540 n.ml.). Again an Increase in loss with hydrophone depth is appasenL
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(C) Fig. A7 -Transmission losw from track 3A to the Hazyes and
suund-speed profiles

TRACK 3A

(C) The transmission loss from track 3A and sound-speed profiles are plotted in
Fig. A7. The Hayes was on the warm side of and partially in the Subarctic convergence.
The source transited the Subarctic convergence at approximately 50 n.mi. due west of the
Hayes, where there is a flattening of the transmission-loss curve, and encountered a
gradual continental rise at 75 n.mi., continuing until the bottom rises steeply to the shelf
at 215 n.mi. The sound-speed profiles are similar to those along track 1B exrcept for the
considerable surface warming (third sound-speed profile) over the shelf. Hence the critical
depth runs into the bottom, cutting off rays and producing sharp increase in transmission
loss at the end of the plot. Of particular interest is the minima in transmission loss at
about 220 n.mi. The minima is associated with the slope as the source progresses in the
up slope direction. This effect is due to acoustic energy reflecting into refracted, surface-
reflected (RSR) propagation (and is sometimes referred to as the megaphone effect).

(C) The enhancement for the 914-m-deep hydrophone occurs in the range interval
200 to 230 n.mi.; it is 5 dB at the extremum and is greater than 3 dB for a 12-n.mi.
interval. The enhancement at the shallow hydrophone is about 4 dB for a total width of
25-n.mi. and is greater than 3 dB for approximately 6 n.mi. The ocean depth where the
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(U) Fig. A8 - Transmission loss from track 4 to the Hayes

enhancement occurs in 350 -. A feature of slope enhancement of interest in detection

is that the detection probability will increase for a target transiting the slope, with the
increase dependent on speed and angle relative to the slope. The dependence of enhance-
ment duration on track angle will be discussed for track 4A.

TRACK 4A

(U) Track 4 is composed of five sections, as shown in Fig. 1 and marked 4A

through 4E. The transmission loss is plotted as a function of bearing in Fig. A8, with
ranges given at the top of the figure. Only the individual Hayes sections will be discussed,
as the buoy was overloaded at the close ranges of track 4. In this section track 4A will
be discussed.

(C) Track 4A interse•cts track 3A on the continental slope and experiences the same
slope enhancement as in track 3A. Both the 914-m mid 305-m receivers have minima
4 dB less than the loss to either side. 'Me width of these minima are 46 and 50 n~mL for
the deep and shallow hydrophones respectively. The corresponding ranges for which the
loss is ;3 dB less are 11.5 and 12.3 n.mi. The loss at the termination of the enhancement
(coming off the slope) is the same value, 93 dB, as for track 3A prior to running up the
slope. Track 3A is more nearly perpendicular to the slope, whereas track 4A is at an
angle, and this minimum range extent is thus broader. This result suggests that a iub-
marine desiring to cross a slope can reduce its vulnerability to passve detection by co
Ing the slope normally to reduce time in the lower loss zone and, although counter to
reducing this time, at a slower speed to reduce radiated noise. Aimo, if a submarine hovers
over or cruises the slope area with the intention of avoiding detection by a shallow-water
system, Its vulnerability to a deep ocean system may increase. In this sense a deep-water
system and a shallow-water system would compliment each other.
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(C) Fiig. A9 - TrananmAmion lown from track 6A to the
Hayes and sound-speed peolies

TRACK 6A

(C) Track 6A runs radially from point D toward Newfoundland. Data weit taken
on the 914-m-deep hydrophone only, after the Hayes had repositioned (as will be dis-
cussed in the section for track 6B). The track traverses the Subuctic covegence (Fig. 2)
at approximately 90 n.mi. from point D. The tuazmuis -lomess curve and sound-peed
profiles are shown in Fig. A9. The sound-speed profiles show the transition from the
warm side to the cold side of the fronL Two features of Interest tn this curie ate the
peaking in the curve at 200 n.mi. and again at 240 n.mL These minima In trnamismion
loss are associated with the double slope change as the track crc. the conttnetal slope
of Labrador. The first peak occurs In the range Interval 188 to 228 n.mi. and h 6.5 dB
above the trend of the previous portion of the curve; the peak remains 3 dB or mMe
above this level for an extent of 24 n.mi. 7.'- second minima ha a &dB reduction in
lots and is 24 nm in extent, and It remains above 3 dR for 10 nJal. The logs to all
depths of the buoy receivers. was lest than 100 dfl thus ovevloadini the s,"en omw the
entire extentV of this track.
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(U) Fig. A 10 - Comparison of modeling with experimertal transmission
loss from track 6A

(U) Track 6A was selected to see how well slope enhancement can be represented
by the intensity output from a ray-tracing model., During this effort it was evident that
many rays would be needed to trace out the bottom encounters properly to obtain a
sufficient number of paths for interpolations to the desired depths of interest. Therefore
the type ii output, ana option of NRL's TRIMAIN computer code, was selected to get a
distribution of intensity over the water column with fewer rays traced. It was conjectured
that the bottom-loss class descriptors IAlI were not proper over the slopes for 50 Hz.
Thus at about 180 n.mi. I A21 the loss class was reduced from 3 to 1. tizis brought out
the peaks, as illustrated in Fig. A10. A reduction in loss class over the shorter range by
at least one class level would provide even better agreement over this entire track. This is
the direction recommended for frequencies below 100 Hz.

TRACK IC

(C) The sound-speed profiles and transmission loss for track 1C are plotted in Fig.
All. The track crosses the Subarctic convergence near the Flemish cap, as evidenced by
erratic sound speed in the third profile and the narrow surface channel in the fourth. The
rise in bathymetry at 150 n.mi. may cause the depression in the transmission-loss curve
between 180 and 250 n.mi., by blocking deep-going paths. Some slope enhancement is
seen at both hydrophones between 310 and 330 n.mi. with a peak value of 4 dB. The
minima remains withing 3 dB less loss than the surrounding region for 5 n.mi. Beyond
the peak, the level on the deep hydrophone falls off rapidly, but the shallow hydrophone
shows no significant increase in loss. The reason is that the shallow (narrow) surface
channel near the Flemish cap connects the shallow source receiver by the near-surface
paths. whereas the deep hydrophone at 914 m is heWow this duct.

(U) The buoy transmission-loss data over this range Interval is shown in Fig. A12
and exhibilt the greater loss seen on previous tracks, with slight evidence of slope enhance-
ment by the deeper topography.
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(U) Fig. A13 - Transmission loss from track iD to the Hayes

TRACK 1D

(U) The transmission loss for track 1D is shown in Fig. A13 and is plotted as a
function of bearing from point D, with the ranges of the source being given at the top of
the graph. Large portions cf track ID are over the sloping terrain leading to the Flemish
cap and continental rise; hence some of the track traversed regions suitable for slope
enhancement. Three regions of enhancement are clear and occur on both hydrophones.
Track 1D starts where track 1C ends, and the minima between 1820 and 1850 coincides
with the slope leading to the Flemish cap, as seen in Fig. All near the end of track 1C.
The second minima occurs between 1940 and 1980, a range of 30 n.mi., which coincides
with a high density .of, bottom-contour lines going from 400 to 800 m. The third occurs
between 2110 and 2150 and is also associated with a sloping bottom.

(U) The transmission loss to the buoy is shown in Fig. A14. Here it is again seen
that the transmission loss increases with buoy depth. The enhancements are displaced by
about 100, as governed by the relative positions of the buoy and the Hayes.

TRACKS 4D AND 4E

(C) Transmission loss for tracks 4D and 4E are plotted in Fig. A8 as a function of
bearing, with ranges being given at the top. These tracks cover the bearing angles from
approximately 1500 to 2450. At 1500 the track is parallel and just south of the Subarctic
convergence, coinciding with the high loss at that bearing. Beyond 1500 the slopes of the
Flemish cap and the Grand Banks are crossed. There are two minima in the transmission-
loss curve, with their characteristics being given in Table Al. Two points of interest
about this curve are that the difference in transmission-loss between the shallow and deep
hydrophones becomes large after approximately 2120, with the shallower phone exhibit-
ing some 10 dB less loss on the minima, which are not coincident. As yet modeling
effort has not addressed this particular data result to verify how the narrow surface
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(U) Fig. Al4 - Transmission low from t-ack ID to the buoy

(U) Table Al - Characteristics of the Transmission-Loss
Minima in Fig. A8 for Tracks 4D and 4E

Bearing (deg) Decrease in Loss (dB)

Hydrophone First Second First Second

Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimum

Shallow 170 204 4.0 7.5
Deep 165 213 3.0 6.0

channel formed in the vicinity of the low-loss portion, as evidenced in the second sound-
speed profile of Fig. A9, may account for additional low-loss paths between a shallow
source and the receiver, at the same time that slope enhancement is occurring.

TRACK 3B

(C) Track 3B runs from point D to the southeast and terminates at the 40*N
parallel. However data are shown only to a range of 475 n.mi. from point D (Fig. A1S).
Processing of the existing data beyond this range was not possible due to ,ontamination
by severe seismic interference off the labrador Coast. This track cuts through the Sub-
arctic convergence at two points as seen in Fig. 2 and marked by the vertical lines in
Fig. Al 5, The transition from the warm through the cold and back to the win sd of
the Subarctic convergence and the further warming that takes place to the south can be
seen in the sound-speed profiles. The transmission-loss curve shown in Fig. A15 is com-
plicated and appears to be composed of four segment&. The first sevment (0 to 150 n&mL)
falls off with a typical logarithmic dependence, flattening out between 100 and 150 nmuL
The second segment (150 to 260 n.mI.) falls off asain with range but more steeply than
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(U) Fig. A16 - Sound-speed profiles and ray diagram taken from Ref. A3

the first segment until 260 n.mi., where a sharp and narrow increase in loss occurs. The
third segment (260 to 360 n.mi.) is an\abrupt decrease in loss between transits across the
Subarctic convergence (warm to cold at the first transit and cold to warm at the second
transit). The decrease in transmission loss when transiting from the warm side to the cold
side of the front is consistent throughout all the transmission-loss data; in particular there
is an abrupt decrease in transmission loss at the transition from warm to cold at the
beginning of track 4D (Fig. A8) and at 50 n.mi. on track 3A (Fig. A7). Segment 4 (360
n.mi. to the end) begins on the warm side of the Subarctic convergence and falls off
almost in a continuation of the second segment. Although the track was 900 n.mi. long,
data were obtained only to 475 n.mi. Some of these data were not received due to
seismic interference. However, as can be seen from the last four sound-speed profiles, the
water becomes markedly warmer and the sound channel increases in depth. Also, the
critical depth intersects the bottom (not shown). The effect of this warming and the
variable topography, which in many instances rises to depths of 2000 m, adversely affects
and in many instances completely blocks transmission. The transmission loss in this
direction falls off more steeply than for track lB.

(C) The effect of transmission loss of sound propagating through a velocity field
similar to that shown in Fig. A15 was investigated by Moseley [A3] and is illustrative of
the phenomena experienced in track 3B. Figure A16 is taken from Ref. A3. Except for
actual values of depth and sound speed the sound-speed profiles of Fig. A16 are similar
to those of Fig. A15. The ray diagram, computed using the NRL my-trace program
TRIMAIN [81, show high-energy paths being channeled to deeper water as the source
moves to the warmer profiles, explaining the poor coupling between the shallow source
and receiver observed in track 3B at ranges greater than 500 n.mi. The additional compli-
cati6n with the Labrador Sea data is that the sound channel goes deeper for these data
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(U) Fig. A17 -Transmission lost from track 38 to the buoy

than in Ref. A3 and the rays .interact with the bottom to some extent, further increasing
the energy loss. Thus a deeper source would not necessarily exhibit significantly less loss,
whereas near-surface ambientnoise sources would experience poor propagation into the
Labrador Sea. The transmission loss to the deep buoy hydrophones shown in Fig. A17

was obtained out to 550 n.mi., a greater range than obtained by the Hayes, since the
seismic interference in this instance was less pronounced on the buoy.

TRACK 5A

(C) The data are sparse along track 5A, as seen in Fig. A18. No data were processed
beyond 700 n.mi. Review of the output of the analog monitor reveal some sporadic
signals were received which were not processed due to seismic interference. However,
based on the sound-speed proriles of Fig. A18, the discussion concerning track 3B, and
the greater than 100-dB loss shown in Fig. A15, it is concluded that there are no paths
with significant energy connecting the source and receiver. The transmission loss to the
buoy is plotted in Fig. A19 with data having been obtained to 800 n.mi. before seismic
interference precluded further processing. The data appear almost as a continuation of
data for track 3B (Fig. A17).

TRACK 5B

(C) Transmission loss for track 5B is shown in Fig. A20. The gap in the data from
the end of the track at 850 to 1120 and from 1120 to 1220 is due in part to a high-level
unidentified noise source in the vicinity of Hayes and to a lesser extent to blockage.
Where data were obtained, the losses on the 914-m-deep hydrophone are in excess of
100 dB and on the 305-m-deep hydrophone are greater than 95 dB. The values grater
than 100 dB are due to bathymetric interference and the warmer water encountered in
this region, as discussed for track 3B and 5A.
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(U) Fig. A19 - Transmission loss from track 5A to the buoy
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(U) Fig. A20 -Transmision Ios from track 1B to the Haye

(U) The transmission loss to the buoy is shown in Fig. A21. Data were obtained
on the buoy because the high-level noise source near the Hayes did not affect the buoy
and the bathymetric effect is discernable.

(C) The transmission losses for tracks 1C, 313, 5A, and 5B lead to the conclusion
that transmission loss to the south is poor for a shallow source; therefore the high
ambient-noise levels observed are probably more heavily Influenced by the shipping local
to the Labrador Sea than would be expected. Hence fishing boats and other traffic
along the Labrador coast, especially in the slope regions, may account for the high noise
level. If so, the noise level and directional characteristics of the noise (which are expected
to be seasonably dependent) can be Incorporated in the design of a surveillance system to
Improve detection In the directions other than the source of noise. An additirnal
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(U) Fig. A21 - Tra"nsission loss from track 5B to the buoy

consideration is that a significant reduction in noise level would nmake targets in high-loss
areas more visible, although the signals would continue to be sporadic.

TRACK 2

(U) Track 2 is a zigzag track toward the east which crosses the Mid-Atlantic ridge.
Transmission loss as a function of range and the sound-speed profiles are shown in Fig.
A22. At about 400 n.mi. the track crossed the Subarctic convergence and entered the
highly variable bathymetry of the Charlie-Gibbs fracture zone and the foothills of tihe
Mid-Atlantic ridge, leading to the greater variability in transmission loss beyond this range.

(C) The gap in the data on the 305-m-deep hydrophone between 200 and 400 n.mi.
is due to an increase of self-noise level (by 7 dB) at the Hayes. A tape casualty is
responsible for the gap for both hydrophones between 425 and 460 n.mi. Beyond 600
n.mi. data on both hydrophones were obscured by seismic interference. Shots dropped
beyond the Mid-Atlantic ridge were blocked for the most part. What data were obtained
showed losses greater than 100 dB. The transmission loss to the buoy is shown in Fig-
A23. The gap from 460 to 540 n.mi. contains unacceptable SNR-

'1TRACK 6B

(C) Wlnen the data for track 6B wen taken, the Hayes had taken a new position
(30 n.mi. north of point D) and deployed only the 914-m-deep hydrophone due to inter-
vening bad weather. Data were obtained out to a range of 413 nxmi., at which point
excessive ship rolling and increased noise again precluded data processing. Shortly
afterward, the aircraft terminated its operation due to weather conditions. This track runs
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toward the Denmark- strait (Figs. 1, 3, and 4) largely through the colId side of the Sub-
arctic conver-gence ex~cept at point D. The sound-speed profiles and the transmission loss
are plotted in Fig. A24. This transmission loss, when compared to that off track lB (Fig
AI) is tess at the start, but rolls off more steeply with, range, favoring to some extent
transmission in the region extending up the the Davis strait, Thus moving a receiver
furthcr to the northeast than the experimental site s~iould not affect the transmission loss
in the direction of the Davis strait, while e-viending the detection~ range in the direction
of the Denmark- strait- The northerly movement may have a small (probably less than
2 dB) effect on transmission loss in southerly directions, dependent on the extent of the
move. The buoy data were sparse on this track; however data illustrative of transmission
loss to the buoy in this direction were obtained during track $A-

TRACK 8A

(U) The transmission loss to only the buoy iwas obtained on track 8A (the Hayes
had raised her hydrophones and was in transit for buoy pick-up) and is given in Fig- A25-
T he apparent limiting at the louver end (120 dB) of the transmission-loss curve is the
lower-limit setting of the shot processor. The bathymetry is essential-ly that for track 6B
shown in Fig. A24-

TRACK 8B

(U) Although no track SB data were analyzed for the buoy hydrophones, transmis-
sion from shots north of the 5sus parallel was consistently received at the two shallowen
depths-
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4
TRACM 9A THROUGH 9C

(C) Tracks 9A through 9C were run in the absence of the Hayes. and although
some transmission-loss data were obtained (111 to 119 dB) on the buoy hydrophones at
depths of 1628 and 2515 m, seismic interference drastically limited the recoverable data-
The data do indicate however that transmission beyond the Reykjanes ridge is generally
blocked and shots are not seen ezst of the ridge, where the topography rises to 1829 m.
This result implies that ambient noise sources east of the Labrador Sea are blocked by
the ridge and is supported by ambient-noise measurements at locations south and north
"of the ridge's southern tip as reported in Ref. 2 of the main text.

REFERENCES

-MA. C. F. Bassett and P. M. Wolff "Propagation Report No. 2" FNWC Technical Note
58, Aug. 1970.

-A-9 FNWC Bottom Loss Area Chart for Atlantic Ocean, 15 Apr. 1969.
A3. W. B. -oseley. "Long Range, Low Frequency Acoustic Transmission Loss to Set-

land" (U) Admiralty Research Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex, ARiOIR9, Jan.
1974 (Secret-Discrete).
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Appendix B [Confidential]
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH (AXBT AND XBT) DATA

(U) This appendix contains all of the data from expendable bathythermographs
cast by the P3-C aircraft (AXBT's) and from expendable bathythermographs cast by the
Hayes (XBT's). Table BI lists the 85 _AXBT's in an assigned numerical and chronological
order giving latitude, longitude, data and time associated with each cast- Figure B1 shows,
by its number, the location along the shot -racks where each AXRT was taken. The
AXBT's are plotted in this numerical order in Figs. B2.

(U) Table BI - AXBT Profiles for NORLANT 1972

I No. Latt9d Lo gi d - - u. Latitude Longitude I Date-Mme-Group

1 ai 64t29"d 5e 21"W 201944 JUL 72 44 43215"N 32-27W 241505 JUL 72
2 62 55 N 59 48W 202015 JUL 72 4= 45 06N 1 08W 241535 JUL 72
3 61 00N 56 45W 202046 JUL 72 46 46 58N 35 59W 241603 JUL 72
4 59 04 N 54 26W 202116 JUL 72 47 48 17N 33 30W 241631JUL72
5 57 20N 51 55W :02146 JUL 72 48 49 44N 30 34W 241701 JUL,72
6 55 36 N 49 31 W 202216 JUL 72 49 51 03 N 28 01 W 241727 JUL 72
7 53 54N 47 17W 202245 JUL 72 50 52 54 N 29 17W 241753 JUL 72
8 52•00N 45 52W 202317 JUL 72 51 50 00N 520 00W 251206 JUL 72
9 49 50 N 46 00W 202346 JUL 72 52 61 59 N 51 03W 260043 JUL 72

10 47 04 N 46 00W 210025 JUL 72 53 60 55N 53 54W 26010S JUL72
11 48 17N 48 45W 210056 JUL 72 54 59 56N 57 03W 260136 JUL 72
12 48 45N 49 36W 210106 JUL72 55 59 0ON 59 59W 260201 JUL72
13 57 00N 22 03W 211307 JUL72 56 57 34 N 5S 25W 260221JUL72
14 5503%N 22 07 W 211334 .JUL 72 57 55 47 N 56 23W 260245 JUL 72
15 53 06N 22 11W 211403 JUL 72 58 50 15N 51 34W 271532 JUL 72
16 51 37N 24 59W 211432JUL72 59 51 34N 49 07W 271600 JUL 72
17 52 50N 28 02W 211503 JUL 72 60 53 01 X 45 59W 271634 JUL"72
IS 51 31 N 31 10W 211537 JUL 72 61 54 56N 43 44W 271738 JUL 72
19 53 24N 34 04W 211612 JUL 72 62 56 57N 41 29W 2271810JUL72
20 52 09 N 37 15W 211646 JUL 72 63 58 53N 3S SOW 271841 JUL 72
21 53 24N 39 54W 211714 JUL72 64 53 55N 30 00W 281424 JULL72
S53 OSN 51 00W 221322JUL72 65 55 41N 31 49W 281502JUL72
23 53 02N 47 29W 221"51JUL72 66 57 20N 33 25W 281528 JUL 72
24 51 5SSN 44 5SW 221421 JUL72 67 Z8 59N 35 22W 281553 JUL72
25i 50 071- 43 25W 221451 JUL 72 6S 60 22N 31 40W 281622 JUL 72

S26 4S 16N 41 53W 221521 JUL7:2 69 61 39N 28 22W 281653 JUL 72
27 46 15N 40 13W 221553JUL72 70 62 58N 25 04W 281715JUL-72
2S 44 17N 3S 35W 221623JJUL72 71 63 42N 2S 19W 2S1742JUL72
2 42 26N 37 02W 221652JUL72 72 61 ISN 31 35W 281805 JUL 72
30 40 2SN 35 23W 221723JUL72 73 64 58N 34 48W 281827 JUL72
31 39 59N 33 ISW 221747JUL-72 7-4 66 44N 25 3SW 291148 JUL 72
32 46f MN 30 05W 221519 JLIL72 75 65 01 N 2S 59W 291218 JUL72
33 5 2•1 N 53 0-W 231301 JUL72 76 63 0ON 32 36W 2912-:5 JUL72
34 54 57 N 51 31W 231331 JUL72 77 61 00N 36 05W 291330JUL72
35 5- 0"2N 49 34W 23s405JUL72 78 58 59N 39 ISW 291404 JUL72
36 57 04 N 46 07W 231432 JUL 72 79 5S 44N 39 39W 291413 JUL72
37 5C 51IN 41 50W 231508 JUL 72 80 56 19N 31 57W 291516 JUL 72
3S 5. 04%N 41 22W 231622JUL72 81 58 OIN 30 SOW 291545 JUL72
39 41 03 N 42 34W 231746 JUL 72 82 59 40N 29 01 W 291606 JUL 72
40 43 09N 45 57W 231816 JUL 72 83 60 59N 30 03W 291625 JUL72
41 49 05N 50 07 W 231858 JUL 72 84 6200N 3100W 291641 JUL 72
42 . ,00"-% 2903W 241411JUL 72 85 6245N 29 41W 291653 JUL 72

43 41 47 Ix 30 49W 241439 JUL 72
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(C) Fig. BI - Location of AXET profiles

(U) Table B2 lists the XBT data taken from the Hayes with position, day, and time
data- They are plotted in numerical order in Figs. B3.

(U) The temperature-salinitv- curves used to convert the temperature data of ligs-
B2 and B3 to the sound-speed profiles of Appendix A were retrieved [BI] from archival
temperature-salinity data and applied to each temperature profile of a given location and
data. Each sound-speed profile of Appendix A is identified with an X and the number
to correspond to the XBT profile from which iL is derived or is identified with an A and
the number to correspond to the AXBT profile from which it is derived. The extension
of the sound-speed profiles beyond the termination of the temperature data is obtained
by fitting appropriate deep-Nansen-cast archival data to the measured data.

REFERENCE

B1. B. G. Roberts, Jr., "'Retrieval Program for Archi-al Nansen-Cast Data.- NRL Repor-
7633, Oct- 1973 (Unclassified).
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(U) Table B2 - Hayes XBT Profile! for
NORLANT 1972

No. Ltitude Lo.igiqade Date-Time-Group

1 50*13'% I 47*501W 152000 JUL 72
2 51 06- , 13 25W 160400 jUL 72
3 51 32 N 45 54 W 160803 JUL 72
4 5202N 45 08W 161215 JUL 72
5 52 28 N 45 04W 170000 JUL 72
6 53 13 5 04 W 170400 JUL 72

53 53 N' 44 59W 170800 JUL 72
s 54 04N 45 12, 172009 JUL 72
9 54 03N 45 13W 172025 JUL72

10 53 42N 46 04W 180000 JUL72
11 53 zSN 46 57W 180420 JUL 72
12 52 57N 47 49W 181200JUL72
13 52 55N , 47 37W 182000 JUL 72
14 52 57 N 46 57W 190000 JUL 72
15 52 58N 46 17W 190400 JUL 72
16 52 57 N 4600W 190800 JUL 72
17 53 04 N 45 59W 191500 JUL 72
i8 52 0N 45 55W 200219 JUL72
19 52 57N 45 53W 200800 JUL 72
20 52 56.V 45 -2 W 201800 JUL72
21 52 54 N 45 55W 210000 JUL 72
'2 52 55N 45 57W 210800 JUL 72
23 52 53N: 45 56W 211400 JUL 72
24 52 55 N 45 58W 212140 JUL 72
25 53 00N 45 57W 220200 JUL 72
26 53 04 N 46 14 W 220800 JUL 72
27 53 0ON 45 58 W 221410 JUL 72
28 53 02 N 46 01 W 222045 JUL 72
29 53 03 N 46 02W 230200 JUL 72
30 53 01 N 45 58W 230800 JUL 72
31 53 01-N 45 59W 231415 JUL 72
32 53 01 N 46 00 W 232000 JUL 72
33 53 O1N 46 02W 240200 JUL 72
34 53 03N 46 03W 240800 JUL 72
35 53 02 X 46 03W 241400 JUL72
36 53 01 N 46 02W 242000 JUL 72
37 53 01 N 46 01W 1 250200 JUL 72
38 53 30N 45 52W 271400 JUL 72
39 53 30N 45 54W 272G00 -UL 72
40 5402 N 45 71W 28I2-30 JUL 72
41 54 S N; 45 05W 280830 JUL 72

42 5r4 N 450 .W : 2SI430JUL72
4 S,3 57 N 4S 05W 282000 JUL 72
44 53 57 N 45 04W 290200 JUL 72
45 53 57 N 45 04 W 290800 JUL 72

S4S 52 59N 47 42W 292000 JUL 72
47 53 02N 47 47W 301400 JUL 72
48 53 48N 47 47W 310200 JUL 72
49 53 57N 44 53W 022300 AUG 72
0 54 06 N 41 41 W 030400 AUG 72

51 54 08 N 40 25W 030800 AUG 72
52 54 13%N 30 33W 031200 AUG 72
53 54, 1 GN 36 5M W 031600 AUG 72
54 54 29 N 32 06 W 040400 AUG 72

I5 54 36 N 30 2 W 040SOO AUG 72
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Appendix C [Unclassified]
KEFLAVIK OPERATIONS A.ND THE TACTICAL SUPPORT CENTER

In the conduct of NORLANT 1972, phase I. two dedicated P3-C air-raft and three
crews of Patrol Squadron Twenty-four (VP-24) under COMFAIRWING ELEVEN OF
COMFAIRWINGSLANT were used to deploy "Signals, Underwater Sound" (SUS) charges.
and ANSSQ-36 sonobuoys (AXBT's) and to provide information on surface-ship contacts
along the tracks flown. Fourteen flights were made, with an NRL participant aboard,
including ten data flights during 19-29 July. using air bases at Sondre Stromfjord
(Sondrestrom), Greenland- Goose Bay, Labrador: Lajes, Azores; and Keflavik, Iceland, as
staging areas. Only 85.5 hours of flight time was required, including a pre-position flight
to Sondrestrom, two supportive flights, and one test Pight after a casualty, providing
10720 n.mi. out of the 12860 n.mi. of data track listed in the Exercise Plan.

In addition there was a separate P3-C flight, a mail drop, to Jan Mayei island, with
the NRL-Keflavik team aboard for orientation and to obltain a measure of SUS reliability.
(This examination of SUS lots for performance was based upon a sobering encounter
with defective SUS's during NEAT II when a similar exercise was conducted out of Rota
in 1971.) The plans for this examination of performance were to deploy Mk 54 Mark 61
SUS's set to detonate at a depth of 18-3 m, with 18 to be deployed altitude of 152 m
on a 3-n-mi.-diameter circle about an ANISSQ 41 sonobuoy with a hydrophone at 18-3 m
and 18 to be deployed from an altitude of 305 in on a 5-n-nii.-diameter circle about the
sonobuoy. A planned 610-m drop of 18 SUS's was not conducted due to weather, and
instead the 152-m altitude was repeated. The MNLark 61 SUS's were all of one lot, all
consisting of the same body, fins, and explosive. Six Mlark 82 SUS's of two different
lots were deployed to detonate at 91.4 m in a double drop with the Mark 61 SUS's,
similar to the double drops of the scheduled exercise. The results were that there was
one dud out of the six Mark 82 SUS's and one dud and two only-booster firings out of
the 54 Mark 61 SUS's. These ratios reaffirmed the decision to emphasize the shallower
shots during the scheduled exercise.

Because of discrepancies in the exa-t position of the sonobuoy, the elapsed travel
time for ranges between the sonobuoy and the shot impact point could not be determined
in order to compute individual sink rates. However the time differences between the
18.3-m and 91.4-m SUS detonations are independent of this correction, and they
averaged 13 seconds, yielding a sink rate of 5.6 mls. These differences are lower than
the nominal 17 ± 3 seconds which are obtained from the sink times of 3 ± 1 and 20 ± 2
seconds that are listed IC1] for the shallow and deep depths. The smaller differences
indicate that the deeper shots were going off at shallower depths than set for. However,
listed ICI] sink rates of 6.9 and 5.1 m/s for the shallow and deep shots encompass the
value obtained. During the exercise 2440 Mark 61 SUS's with a detonation depth of
18.3 m, were dropped, one a minute, and 150 Mark 82 SUS's, with a detonation depth
of 91.4 m, were dropped, one each 15 minutes. The P3-C flights were conducted under
visual flight rules generally at altitudes of 305 in to insure that SUS charges were not
deposited onto any ice floes, icebergs, or ships.
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Fig-.C1 -5 Suth~ern ice Hzmiton 17 July 1972 (based on a chaxt fromn the Fleet
Weather Facility,. Suitland)

The altitude from which the SUS cb.arges were deployed changed (from 122 in

to as much as 914 m) during the exercise to reflect conditions of visibility. Nonethe-
less the SUS charges were deployed one each minute, with ground speed generally about
260 knots- Time late in a drop was noied, and all changes in course, speed, and altitude
were reflected in a computed shot impact point such that horizontal range and bearing
to each receiving sensor was obtained with each shot.

The extent of ice belts remaining along the east coast of Greenland and off Labrador
is shown in Fig. CL Each P3-C was modified 1C21 in the field for the temporary
installation of eight identical crew boxes at various deck locations carrying from 33 to 66
SUS charges each, depending on weight distribution requirements, holding a total of 384

1SUS charges, for a load of 1240 kilograms.

During execution of the SUS tracks, 91 AXBT's were deployed, with 85 of these
being acceptable, sampling the ocean environment down to 305 in at track turning points
andlor every 112 hour. These data were analog-recorded on a 25.4-mm magnetic tape by
the AQH-4 recorder aboard and displayed on-line as a trace (Fig. C2a) from a Rustrak

4 recorder and as a gram (Fig. C2b) on an AQA-7 unit. Each P3-C carries two inertial
navigation systems (ASN-84), providing a complete and automatic log of navigation data
(the course true heading, speed, and altitude into the digital in-flight recorder, part of
the AYA-8 peripheral system) every 4 seconds as controlled b y the onboard ASQ-114
computor. Included in this record are on-demand entries for a SUS/sonobuoy drop, radar
contacts, and the digitized AXBT thermal data. During the flight a high-speed printer
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Fig. C2b - Typical on-line AXBT plot as a gramn on a AQA-7
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dFig. C3 - Typical off-line-processed AXBT plot Zs a gmn

could provide the navigation parameters (usually provided at the 15-minute mark, cor-
responding to the drop of a 'Mark 81 SUS, and at the deployIment of an .AXBT).

.Ater a P3-C returned to Keflavik, the analog tape from the AQH-4 and the digital
tape produced by the navigation systems and events computor were processed at the
Tactical Support Center (TSC). With use of this digital tape, a complete mission repiav
of the tracks flown and events logged was obtained with the facilities at TSC. One of
the four remote CRT display consoles was u-sed to obtain access to any timejfunction
segment of the mission and to obtain optional outputs in the form of CRT track displays
and readouts, 0.76-m drum plots of the radar contacts or buoy deployments, high-speed

page printouts containing navigation data every 1, 5, or 10 minutes, as desired, or lists
all the radar contacts or buoy events and the digitized temperatures corresponding to the
Rustral record.

An examination of the Rustrak analog reccrd re.e2led that the temperature s.tructure
is often difficult to r-solve. In addition, the on ine gram record, although an improve-
ment in resolving temperature, was not much better in depth extent than the Rustrak.
The off-line digitized temperature records were ; Iso not of acceptable quality. Thus it
was decided to generate an improved thermal-str icture display by using the Advanced
Fast Time Acoustic Analysis System at TSC witl an 8:1 speedup ratio as outputted on
one of the lofargamn units. A detailed record is produced (Fig. C3) and was analyzed
to obtain the thermal structures illustrated in API endix B.

Other data abstractions included the %XBT lUcations and the positions and plots of
the radar contacts along the aircraft track. The radar contacts were provided to Raft
.Associates for inclusion in the shipping-surv'eillance section (section V-a) of the preliminary
report IC31-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH

875 NORTH RANDOLPH STREET
SUITE 1425

ARLINGTON VA 22203-1995
IN REPLY REFER TO:

5510/1
Ser 321OA/01 1/06
31 Jan 06

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION LIST

Subj: DECLASSIFICATION OF LONG RANGE ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION PROJECT
(LRAPP) DOCUMENTS

Ref: (a) SECNAVINST 5510.36

Encl: (1) List of DECLASSIFIED LRAPP Documents

1. In accordance with reference (a), a declassification review has been conducted on a
number of classified LRAPP documents.

2. The LRAPP documents listed in enclosure (1) have been downgraded to
UNCLASSIFIED and have been approved for public release. These documents should
be remarked as follows:

Classification changed to UNCLASSIFIED by authority of the Chief of Naval
Operations (N772) letter N772A/6U875630, 20 January 2006.

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution is
unlimited.

3. Questions may be directed to the undersigned on (703) 696-4619, DSN 426-4619.

BRIAN LINK
By direction
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